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A B S T R A C T

Background: Telomere length (TL) is considered a biological marker of aging and may indicate age-related
disease susceptibility. Adults and children show a fixed ranking and tracking of TL over time. However, the
contribution of an individual’s initial birth TL to their later life TL is unknown. We evaluated change and
tracking of TL from birth to child- and adulthood.
Methods: Telomere length at birth was measured using qPCR in two independent prospective birth cohorts.
After a median follow-up period of 4 years in ENVIRONAGE (n = 273) we assessed leukocyte telomere length
(LTL) and after 23 years in EFPTS (n = 164) buccal TL was assessed. Correlations and multivariable regression
models were applied to study telomere tracking and determinants of TL change from birth onwards.
Findings: In children, LTL at the age of 4 correlates with TL at the start of life both in cord blood (r = 0.71,
P < 0.0001;) and placenta (r = 0.60, P < 0.0001) and was �11.2% and �33.1% shorter, respectively. In adult-
hood, buccal TL at the age of 23 correlates with placental TL (r = 0.46, P < 0.0001) and was �35.9% shorter. TL
attrition was higher in individuals with longer birth TL. However, based on TL ranking, individuals do not
tend to change dramatically from TL rank after 4 or 23 years of follow-up. Finally, longer maternal TL associ-
ates with lower telomere attrition in the next generation.
Interpretation: The high prediction of newborn TL for later life TL, and stable TL ranking from birth onwards
underscores the importance of understanding the initial setting of newborn TL and its significance for later
life.
Funding: European Research Council (ERC-StG310898) and Flemish Scientific Fund (12X9620N).
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

Telomeres, the nucleoprotein ends of human chromosomes, are
essential genomic protectors, preventing chromosome ends being
recognized as broken [1]. They consist of conserved tandem TTAGGG
repeats connected with shelterin proteins [2]. DNA replication cannot
fully be completed after each cell division, leading telomeres to
shorten over time. Telomere length (TL) has been considered a bio-
marker of aging, and short telomeres are associated independently of
chronological age with cardiovascular disease risks and mortality
[3,4]. It has been stated that TL may be a biological indicator for an
individual’s lifespan and disease-susceptibility [5].
Telomere length shows a high variability in same-aged individu-
als, and a comparable variability in TL is present at birth [6]. Based on
child- and adult longitudinal follow-up studies, it is shown that dur-
ing these different phases of life, humans have a fixed telomere rank-
ing and telomere tracking (i.e. individuals with a long/short TL at a
given time point in life will preserve his or her long/short TL at a later
phase in life) [7,8].

Therefore, is it assumed and most likely that an individual’s later
life TL is highly determined by its TL at birth and by TL attrition in
early life. In the latter case, TL at birth can be considered to be an
essential programmed biological marker that may shape a part of the
later life human aging-phenotype. This makes evaluating and defin-
ing the genetic and non-genetic landscape affecting newborn TL
more relevant in understanding the concept of fetal programming
of health and disease later in life [6,9,10]. We therefore evaluated
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

So far, the main focus of telomere research has been on adults,
whereas telomere research on newborns remains rather lim-
ited. Animal based studies suggest that telomere length in early
life predicts lifespan, and it is hypothesised that early life telo-
mere length may predict later life telomere length and may
indicate susceptibility for later life diseases. We searched
PubMed for studies published before September 20, 2020 with
search terms “telomere tracking, newborn”, “cord blood, pla-
centa telomere length, tracking”. In adults and children telo-
mere tracking over time suggests that an individual’s telomere
length at a given time point is predictive for their telomere
length at a later time point in life.

Added value of this study

We studied newborn telomere length tracking and changes
from birth to child- and adulthood in two birth cohorts. In this
study we were able to show the strong predictive potential of
newborn telomere length for telomere length later in life. Irre-
spective of the studied biological matrix (cord leukocytes or
placenta), newborn telomere length predicts telomere length
in leukocytes at the age of 4 years. Furthermore, we explored in
an independent cohort placenta telomere length and showed
that it was predictive for buccal telomere length at the age of
23 years. Finally, we showed that a higher telomere attrition
occurs in boys compared with girls and that newborns from
mothers with longer telomeres show a slower telomere attri-
tion during the first 4 years of life.

Implications of all available evidence

Our results shed new insights on the consequences of newborn
telomere length. Telomere length at birth is the most important
predictor for later life telomere length. These results may have
an important impact on the interpretation of current adult pop-
ulation-based telomere length studies. As observations in
adults show that telomere length is associated with age-related
health and disease conditions, our results show that these
observations may find their origin to some extent at birth. Telo-
mere length related health and disease later in life may be pro-
grammed at birth. Therefore, understanding the setting of
initial telomere length may further gain insights in the develop-
mental origins of health and disease.
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the predictive role of TL at birth for later life TL in transition to child-
and adulthood in two independent longitudinal prospective cohort
studies.

2. Methods

2.1. Study populations

The Environmental Influence on Ageing in early life study (ENVI-
RONAGE) is an ongoing prospective birth cohort initiated in 2010
[11]. Mother-newborn pairs are recruited at birth and invited for a
follow-up visit around the age of 4 years. At birth, cord blood and pla-
cental tissue are collected. Furthermore, a blood sample is collected
from consenting mothers at delivery. Between October 2014 and
October 2019, 439 mother-child pairs had a follow-up examination.
293 (69.3%) children and parents gave consent for a venous blood
sample. Based on available biological samples and exclusion of
improper TL measurements (n = 6 cord blood, n = 1 placenta, n = 2
child at 4-year follow-up, n = 5 mothers at baseline), the final ENVI-
RONAGE population size to study telomere tracking consists of 273
children with matching baseline (cord blood) and follow-up (leuko-
cyte) TL (see Fig. 1a for inclusion/exclusion of participants). Further-
more, for these children data were available for 242 placenta TLs, and
211 maternal TLs at delivery. For 186 of these participants a match
between placenta TL and maternal TL was available. The ENVIRON-
AGE study protocol is approved by the ethical committees of Hasselt
University (Diepenbeek, Belgium, reference no. B371201216090 and
B371201524537) and East-Limburg Hospital (Genk, Belgium) and has
been carried out according to the Helsinki declaration. Mothers pro-
vided written informed consent at birth and follow-up. The selected
population is representative for the baseline ENVIRONAGE popula-
tion and the reproductive segment of the population at large [12] as
for parental age, sex, gestational age and birth weight but slightly dif-
fered in maternal education and newborn ethnicity (Supplementary
Table 1).

The East Flanders Prospective Twin Survey (EFPTS) is a population
based register of multiple births started in 1964 in the East Flanders
province of Belgium [13]. Due to its prospective character with long
follow-up period from birth to later life (23-years), and the availabil-
ity of biological samples at both occasions, the EFPTS was used as a
validation cohort upon the findings from birth till childhood based
on ENVIRONAGE. We obtained historically stored placental tissue
from 242 participants born between 1969 and 1982, who partici-
pated at a 23-year follow-up visit from 1997 to 2000 with an avail-
able buccal swab (see Fig. 1b for inclusion/exclusion of participants)
[14]. We excluded 78 participants, of whom 38 no qualitative buccal
DNA could be extracted, 29 we could not extract a sufficient amount
of buccal DNA to perform the qPCR assay. Finally, 11 participants
were excluded of which the buccal or placental TL showed a high var-
iation between the technical qPCR triplicates. Using data recorded by
the obstetrician at birth and questionnaires during later stages and at
follow-up, basic perinatal and demographic characteristics were
obtained. The selected participants did not differ from the baseline
characteristics according to parental age, sex, gestational age and
birth weight, but slightly differed in maternal education, parity and
zygosity-chorionicity (Supplementary Table 2). The EFPTS study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of
Leuven University (Leuven, Belgium, reference no. B32220096237),
and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2. Perinatal, postnatal and demographic factors

For ENVIRONAGE detailed population characteristics are collected
using medical records, filled-out questionnaires by the mothers at
delivery and follow-up. Data on parental ages, newborn sex, gesta-
tional age, birth weight and maternal education are collected. Mater-
nal education at delivery is coded “low”when mothers did not obtain
a diploma, “middle”when obtained a high school diploma and “high”
when obtained a college or university degree. Gestational complica-
tions are defined as present when mothers experienced one or more
of the following conditions during pregnancy: gestational diabetes,
hypertension, preeclampsia or infectious diseases. Newborn prenatal
smoke exposure was coded as present when mothers actively
smoked during pregnancy. Postnatal smoke exposure was coded as
present when one or both parents indicated to smoke indoors during
the follow-up period. At the follow-up visit at the age of 4, height
was measured to the nearest centimeter and weight to the nearest
0.1 kg. Body-mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight (kg) divided
by height squared (m2). Adverse health conditions of the child were
identified as the experience of one or more of the following condi-
tions: diagnosed asthma, hay fever, topical corticosteroid treated
eczema or immunodeficiency.

For EFPTS maternal education, gestational complications and pre-
natal smoke exposure are coded using similar definitions in



439 mother-child pairs participated 
the follow-up

293 children with consent for blood 
sample

273 children to study telomere 
tracking with cord blood at baseline

242 children to study telomere 
tracking with placenta at baseline

a. ENVIRONAGE

Parents did not provide consent for 
child blood draw (n=146)

High technical variation in qPCR 
triplicates:
- Cord blood (n=6)
- Placenta (n=1)
- Child at FU (n=2)

No matching biological sample with FU:
- Cord blood (n=12)
- Placenta (n=48)

912 mother-child pairs eligible for 
follow-up study between October 

2014 and October 2019

- Loss of contact (n=145)
- Refused participation (n=321)
- Language restrictions (n=7) 

b. EFPTS

803 twins from 424 pairs participated 
in the EFPTS study, described by 

Loos et al ., 2001

242 twins from 147 pairs with both 
available placental and swab sample

164 twins from 117 pairs to study 
telomere tracking

- No qualitative buccal DNA (n=38)
- Insufficient amount buccal DNA (n=29)
- High technical variation in qPCR 
triplicates (n=11)

Fig. 1. Flowchart for selecting participants in ENVIRONAGE (a) and EFPTS (b). For ENVIRONAGE 912 mother-child pairs were eligible for a follow-up study. In total 439 mother-child
pairs participated due to a loss of contact from 145 (15.6%), 321 refused participation (35.2%) and 7 (0.8%) could not participate due to language difficulties. A total of 293 (66.7%)
mothers and children provided consent for blood drawn, resulting in 273 children with baseline TL (cord blood) and follow-up LTL. The EFPTS study comprised 242 twins with both
a placental and buccal swab sample from the Loos et al., 2001 study [14], of which 164 twins had a proper TL determined in both placenta and buccal swab.
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ENVIRONAGE. Postnatal smoke exposure was defined by the current
smoking status of the followed-up adult and was indicated as present
when actively smoking. Adverse health conditions were defined as
the presence of one or more of the following conditions during fol-
low-up: hypertension, diabetes, heart-related condition (congenital
malformation of cardiac septum), and kidney-related inflammation
(tubulointerstitial nephritis).

2.3. Relative average telomere length

Detailed sample collection procedures and TL-assay specifications
are provided in Supplementary Text 1. TL was measured using an
adapted qPCR method described by Cawthon, 2009 [15]. TL at birth
for ENVIRONAGE [16] and EFPTS [17] have been evaluated previously,
however for this study all TLs were re-analysed in triplicate with
inclusion of follow-up TLs and maternal TL (ENVIRONAGE) to ensure
that matching samples for individuals were assayed at the same occa-
sion and using the same method. ENVIRONAGE telomeres were mea-
sured in a single batch, in which samples from the same individuals
are matched on the same qPCR plate (cord blood, placenta, child leu-
kocytes at follow-up, and maternal leukocytes at delivery). EFPTS
telomeres were measured in a separate batch in which baseline (pla-
cental) and follow-up (buccal) samples were matched per individual
on the same qPCR plate. Telomere lengths were expressed as the ratio
of telomere copy number to single-copy gene number (T/S) relative
to the mean T/S ratio of the entire sample for ENVIRONAGE and
EFPTS separately. Assay reliability parameters are provided in
Supplementary Text 1.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data was analysed using the SAS 9.4 enterprise software. Dif-
ferences between groups were evaluated using paired and
unpaired t-tests. We expressed telomere characteristics as a % dif-
ference with 95%CI. Pearson correlations were used to estimate
the correlation between newborn TL and LTL at childhood in
ENVIRONAGE. As TL was not normally distributed in EFPTS,
Spearman correlation was used to study TL tracking from birth to
adulthood.

Change in TL over time was calculated as the difference between
follow-up TL and birth TL (TLfollow-up�TLbirth). Using multivariable
adjusted general linear models, determinants of TL change rates from
birth to childhood (ENVIRONAGE) and adulthood (EFPTS) were stud-
ied. The TL change rate was calculated as the % change in TL between
follow-up and baseline divided by follow-up time, and this was cor-
rected for the regression to the mean effect as formulated by Verhulst
and colleagues [18]. Newborn and parental factors included in the
models were: birth TL (cord blood or placenta), gestational age, birth
weight, newborn sex, maternal age, paternal age. In addition, for
ENVIRONAGE, maternal LTL at delivery was included as a potential
determinant. Twins from the EFPTS were analysed as individuals, and
given the relatedness between twin members, we used a mixed-
effects model, with family as random intercept and adjustment for
zygosity and chorionicity as a fixed effect. Effect estimates of the mul-
tivariable adjusted models are presented as %change in TL/year with
corresponding 95% CI. Finally, telomere ranking [7] was studied by
dividing newborns into quintiles of the TL distribution at birth and
follow-up. The change in ranking was calculated as follows: follow-
up quintile � birth quintile.

2.5. Sensitivity and secondary analyses

As a sensitivity analysis we evaluated the impact of gestational
complications and the experience of adverse health conditions during
the follow-up on the correlations between newborn TL and later life
TL in ENVIRONAGE and EFPTS. Furthermore, as a secondary analysis
we additionally evaluated whether gestational complications, mater-
nal education at delivery, prenatal smoke exposure, postnatal smoke
exposure, BMI at follow-up and adverse health conditions during fol-
low-up were associated with TL change rates.



Table 1
Descriptive characteristics of study participants.

Characteristic ENVIRONAGE (n = 273) EFPTS (n = 164)1

Newborn
Gestational age 39.2 § 1.4 37.5 § 2.2
Birth weight, g 3380 § 461 2619 § 496
Girls, n 136 (49.8%) 82 (50.0%)
Zygosity - Chorionicity
Dizygotic - Dichorionic NA 48 (29.3%)
Monozygotic - Dichorionic NA 54 (32.9%)
Monozygotic - Monochorionic 62 (37.8%)

Adverse health conditions dur-
ing follow-up, n

29 (10.6%) 28 (17.1%)

Prenatal smoke exposure, n 35 (12.8%) 23 (14.5%)
Postnatal smoke exposure, n 95 (34.8%) 54 (32.9%)
Follow-up age, years 4.6 § 0.4 23.2 § 3.3
Follow-up BMI, kg/m2 16.0 § 1.2 21.5 § 2.7
Telomere length
Baseline cord blood, T/S ratio 1.13 § 0.24 NA
Baseline placenta, T/S ratio2 1.50 § 0.34 1.27 § 0.58
Follow-up leukocyte, T/S ratio 1.00 § 0.17 NA
Follow-up buccal, T/S ratio NA 0.81 § 0.24

Maternal
Age
Baseline age, years 30.2 § 4.4 27.0 § 4.3
Follow-up age, years 35.3 § 4.4 50.1 § 5.4

Education at delivery
Low, n 26 (9.5%) 68 (42.8%)
Middle, n 77 (28.2%) 34 (21.4%)
High, n 170 (62.3%) 57 (35.8%)

Gestational complications, n 24 (8.8%) 30 (18.9%)
Telomere length
Baseline leukocyte, T/S ratio3 0.82 § 0.17 NA

Paternal
Age
Baseline age, years 32.7 § 5.6 29.3 § 5.2
Follow-up age, years 37.2 § 5.6 52.5 § 6.2

Data presented as mean § SD or number of participants (%). Telomere lengths are
normalized and measured for ENVIRONAGE and EFPTS participants separately.

1 Data available for n = 159 on prenatal smoke, maternal education and gesta-
tional complications.

2 Data available for n = 242 in ENVIRONAGE.
3 Data available for n = 211.
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2.6. Role of the funding source

The funder of the study had no role in study design, data collec-
tion, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. The
corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study and
accepts responsibility to submit for publication.

3. Results

3.1. ENVIRONAGE and EFPTS study populations

Demographic characteristics for the ENVIRONAGE and EFPTS
study participants are provided in Table 1. ENVIRONAGE included
136 newborn girls (49.8%), and newborns had a mean (SD) gesta-
tional age of 39.2 (1.4) weeks and a birth weight of 3380 (461) grams.
At delivery the mean age of mothers and fathers were 30.2 (4.4) and
32.7 (5.6) years, respectively. In the ENVIRONAGE cohort, median fol-
low of the newborns was 4.5 years (5th�95th percentile: 4.1�5.4).

Our subpopulation of the EFPTS cohort comprised 82 newborn
(50.0%) girls, and the newborn twins had a mean gestational age of
37.5 (2.2) weeks with a birthweight of 2619 (496) grams. The study
included 47 twin pairs (68.1% monozygotic and 31.9% dizygotic) and
70 participants without their matching twin pair (74.3% monozygotic
and 25.7% dizygotic). Mothers and fathers were on the average 27.0
(4.3) and 29.3 (5.2) years old, respectively. The median follow of the
EFTPS newborns was 22.9 years (5th�95th percentile: 18.3�28.4).

3.2. Telomere length characteristics

In ENVIRONAGE, cord blood and placental TLs were correlated
(r = 0.56, P<0.0001) and placental TL was 24.9% (95% CI: 22.5 to
27.3%; P<0.0001) longer. Cord blood and placental TLs were not cor-
related with gestational age (r=�0.03, P = 0.64 and r = 0.03, P = 0.66,
respectively), but were shorter in boys compared with girls (�5.0%;
95% CI: �9.2 to �0.7%; P = 0.022 and �4.5; 95% CI: �9.8 to 0.9%;
P = 0.10, respectively). Telomere length at the age of 4-years was
shorter in boys compared with girls (�6.2%; 95% CI: �9.8 to �2.5%;
P = 0.0011). Maternal LTL at delivery was �26.0% (95% CI: �28.9 to
�23.1%; P<0.0001) and �44.8% (95% CI: �48.2 to �41.4%; P<0.0001)
shorter compared with cord blood and placental TL of their child,
respectively. Maternal LTL was correlated with cord blood TL at birth
(r = 0.16; P = 0.023) and child LTL at the age of 4 (r = 0.38; P<0.0001),
but not with placental TL at birth (r = 0.11; P = 0.14). Furthermore,
maternal LTL was correlated with chronological age at delivery
(r=�0.16, P = 0.018).

In the EFPTS study, placental TL was not correlated with gesta-
tional age (r = 0.10, P = 0.19) and was not different in boys compared
with girls (�3.1%; 95% CI: �17.0 to 10.8%; P = 0.66). At the age of 23-
years, buccal TL correlated with chronological age (r=�0.35,
P<0.0001) and no difference was observed between boys compared
with girls (�2.4%; 95% CI: �11.5 to 6.8%; P = 0.61).

3.3. Telomere length tracking from birth to child- and adulthood

Cord blood TL is strongly correlated with child LTL at the age of
4 years, and explained up to 50.5% (R2=0.505) (95%CI: 41.8 to 58.5%;
P<0.0001) of the LTL variation at childhood (Fig. 2a). A similar corre-
lation between cord blood TL and child LTL was observed for boys
(Pearson r = 0.70, P<0.0001) and girls (Pearson r = 0.72, P<0.0001).
Placental TL, as a surrogate for newborn TL, explained up to 35.4%
(R2=0.354) (95%CI: 26.0 to 44.7%; P<0.0001) of the observed child LTL
variation at the age of 4-years (Fig. 2b). The correlation between pla-
cental TL and child blood LTL was similar in boys (Pearson r = 0.62,
P<0.0001) and girls (Pearson r = 0.57, P<0.0001). Excluding mothers
that experienced gestational complications and children with
adverse health related conditions did not alter the observed correla-
tions (Supplementary Table 3).

Our observations from birth to childhood were further studied in
the EFPTS study to track telomere length from birth to adulthood,
where placental TL was correlated with buccal TL (Spearman r = 0.46,
P<0.0001) 23 years later in life (Fig. 2c). In boys (Spearman r = 0.40,
P = 0.0002) and girls (Spearman r = 0.50, P<0.0001) placental TL cor-
related with buccal TL. Exclusion of gestational complications and
adverse health conditions during follow-up slightly increased the
observed correlations (Supplementary Table 3).

3.4. Telomere length change rates from birth to child- and adulthood

The mean difference between cord blood TL and LTL at the age of
4-years was �0.13 T/S units (�11.2%; 95% CI: �13.0 to �9.5%;
P<0.0001; with mean TL decrease of �2.1% /year), with 81% of the
children showing a decrease in TL over the first 4-years of life
(Fig. 3a). Using placental TL as baseline measure (Fig. 3b) a mean
decrease of �0.49 T/S units (�33.1%; 95% CI: �35.4 to �30.8%;
P<0.0001; with mean TL decrease of �6.9% /year) was observed and
97.5% showed a shorter TL at the age of 4-years compared with base-
line placenta TL. For EFPTS participants, the difference between pla-
cental TL and buccal TL in adulthood was �0.45 T/S units (�35.9%;
95% CI: �42.1 to �29.7%; P<0.0001; with mean TL decrease of �1.3%
/year), with 92.8% of the participants displaying a shorter buccal TL
23 years later (Fig. 3c).

Using multivariable adjusted linear models (Table 2), a stronger TL
attrition rate in %TL/year was observed in newborns form the



Fig. 2. Telomere tracking from birth to child- and adulthood. a) Pearson correlation between cord blood TL at birth and LTL at the age of 4. b) Pearson correlation between placental
TL at birth and LTL at the age of 4. c) Spearman correlation between placental TL at birth and buccal TL at the age of 23. Telomere lengths are normalized and measured for ENVIRON-
AGE (panel a and b) and EFPTS (panel c) participants separately.

Fig. 3. Change of newborn TL over time. a) Change of cord blood TL at birth compared with LTL at the age of 4-years. b) Change of placental TL at birth compared with LTL at the age
of 4 years. c) Change of placental TL at birth compared with buccal TL at the age of 23 years.
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ENVIRONAGE birth cohort with longer TL at birth. For each SD longer
cord blood TL, a �0.88% higher telomere loss per year (95%CI: �1.19
to �0.57%/year; P<0.0001) was observed as shown in Table 2. Each
SD increase in placental TL at birth was associated with a �1.19%
(95%CI: �1.47 to �0.91%/year; P<0.0001) higher telomere loss per
year (Table 2). Furthermore, in full adjusted models, boys showed a
higher telomere loss per year compared with girls (�0.93%/year;
P = 0.0028 for cord blood and �0.72%/year; P = 0.012 for placenta)
during childhood. Furthermore, children born from mothers with a
longer LTL at delivery showed a lower telomere loss per year for each
SD increment in maternal LTL (0.95%/year; P<0.0001 for cord blood
and 0.98%/year; P<0.0001 for placenta) during childhood after
adjustment for newborn TL. Models not adjusting for baseline TL
(Supplementary Table 4), showed a weaker effect of newborn sex on
TL change, especially when using placenta as baseline TL. Maternal
LTL remained associated with TL change in baseline TL unadjusted
models, with a slight decrease in effect size (Supplementary Table 4).

In the EFPTS study, a longer TL at birth was associated with a
higher telomere loss per year from birth to adulthood. Each SD incre-
ment in placental TL at birth resulted in a �0.32% higher telomere
loss per year (95%CI: �0.43 to �0.20%/year; P<0.0001). From birth to
adulthood, boys did not show a higher telomere loss per year com-
pared with girls. Models not adjusting for baseline TL did not showed
different results (Supplementary Table 4).
Secondary analyses, evaluating both prenatal and postnatal risk
factors (Supplementary Table 5) did not show an association between
TL change rates and maternal education, prenatal smoke exposure,
gestational complications, postnatal adverse health conditions, post-
natal smoke exposure and later life BMI in both ENVIRONAGE and
EFPTS.

3.5. Change in telomere length ranking from birth to child- and
adulthood

Based on cord blood TL at birth, 37.4% of the newborns did not
change from quintile and 48.4% showed only a change of 1 quintile
(23.4% shifted downwards and 24.9% shifted upwards) during child-
hood (Fig. 4a). A similar change in TL rank during childhood was
observed when using placenta TL at birth (Fig. 4b), in which 36.4%
did not change rank, 19.0% shifted 1 quintile downwards and 21.5%
shifted 1 quintile upwards.

In the EFPTS study in which TL rank change was evaluated over a
23-year period (Fig. 4c), 36.0% of the participants did not change rank
and 14.0% shifted 1 quintile downwards and 22.6% shifted 1 quintile
upwards. Results were comparable for boys and girls both in ENVI-
RONAGE and EFPTS (Supplementary Fig. 1).

The fraction of newborns that showed a strong downward shift in
ranking were more likely to belong to the highest quintiles of the TL



Table 2
Determinants of telomere change from birth to childhood (ENVIRONAGE) and young adulthood (EFPTS).

MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3 MODEL 4y

Study Estimate (95%CI) P-value Estimate (95%CI) P-value Estimate (95%CI) P-value Estimate (95%CI) P-value

ENVIRONAGE
Cord blood TL change (n = 273)

Cord blood TL, T/S ratio �0.72 (�0.98; �0.34) <0.0001 �0.73 (�1.01; �0.45) <0.0001 �0.71 (�0.99; �0.43) <0.0001 �0.88 (�1.19; �0.57) <0.0001
Gestational age, weeks NA NA 0.15 (�0.17; 0.47) 0.36 0.13 (�0.18; 0.45) 0.41 0.21 (�0.13; 0.55) 0.22
Birth weight, g NA NA �0.06 (�0.38; 0.27) 0.73 �0.06 (�0.38; 0.27) 0.74 0.04 (�0.30; 0.39) 0.81
Newborn sex, boys vs girls* NA NA �0.55 (�1.12; 0.01) 0.056 �0.51 (�1.08; 0.05) 0.075 �0.93 (�1.53; �0.32) 0.0028
Maternal age at delivery, years NA NA NA NA 0.27 (�0.12; 0.65) 0.18 0.28 (�0.13; 0.70) 0.18
Paternal age at delivery, years NA NA NA NA 0.01 (�0.37; 0.40) 0.95 �0.05 (�0.47; 0.36) 0.81
Maternal LTL at delivery, T/S NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.95 (0.64; 1.26) <0.0001

Placenta TL change (n = 242)
Placental TL, T/S ratio �0.88 (�1.14; �0.62) <0.0001 �0.88 (�1.15; �0.61) <0.0001 �0.89 (�1.16; �0.62) <0.0001 �1.19 (�1.47; �0.91) <0.0001
Gestational age, weeks NA NA 0.11 (�0.19; 0.41) 0.47 0.11 (�0.19; 0.41) 0.48 0.09 (�0.22; 0.41) 0.56
Birth weight, g NA NA �0.16 (�0.46; 0.14) 0.30 �0.17 (�0.48; 0.13) 0.27 �0.13 (�0.46; 0.19) 0.27
Newborn sex, boys vs girls* NA NA �0.40 (�0.93; 0.14) 0.15 �0.38 (�0.92; 0.16) 0.16 �0.72 (�1.27; �0.16) 0.012
Maternal age at delivery, years NA NA NA NA �0.04 (�0.41; 0.33) 0.83 0.22 (�0.18; 0.62) 0.27
Paternal age at delivery, years NA NA NA NA 0015 (�0021; 0.52) 0.41 �0.13 (�0.52; 0.27) 0.52
Maternal LTL at delivery, T/S NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.98 (0.70; 1.27) <0.0001

EFPTS (n = 164)
Placental TL, T/S ratio �0.32 (�0.43; �0.21) <0.0001 �0.32 (�0.43; �0.20) <0.0001 �0.32 (�0.43; �0.20) <0.0001 NA NA
Gestational age, weeks NA NA 0.00 (�0.16; 0.16) 0.97 0.00 (�0.16; 0.16) 0.96 NA NA
Birth weight, g NA NA �0.01 (�0.17; 0.14) 0.86 0.00 (�0.16; 0.16) 0.99 NA NA
Newborn sex, boys vs girls* NA NA �0.03 (�0.30; 0.23) 0.80 �0.02 (�0.29; 0.24) 0.86 NA NA
Maternal age at delivery, years NA NA NA NA 0.05 (�0.20; 0.29) 0.70 NA NA
Paternal age at delivery, years NA NA NA NA �0.10 (�0.35; 0.15) 0.42 NA NA

Estimates presented as a %TL change/year with 95%CI for each SD increment in explanatory variable from the general linear models. All EFPTS models were analysed in a
mixed model with a random intercept for family and zygosity and chorionicity as fixed effect.
*Estimate presented for boys compared with girls.
yModel 4 comprises n = 211 for cord blood TL change and n = 186 for placental TL change.
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distribution at birth, whereas newborns showing the strongest
upward shift in rank were more likely from the lowest quintiles of
the TL distribution at birth (Supplementary Tables 6�8).
4. Discussion

In this study we evaluated the importance of newborn TL for later
life TL and TL dynamics in the transition from birth to child- and
adulthood. The main findings of our study based on two independent
longitudinal birth cohorts can be summarized as follows: First, new-
born TL strongly predicts child- and adulthood TL. Second, newborn
TL is the strongest predictor of TL change over time. Third, differences
in TL change are observed in boys and girls, and are depending on
maternal LTL. Fourth, although having a long TL at birth results in a
higher change in TL over time, individuals tend not to change dra-
matically in TL ranking from birth to child- and adulthood.
Fig. 4. Change of TL ranking over child-and adulthood, using quintiles of the TL distribution a
� Qbirth). a) Change in cord blood TL rank of the first 4 years of life. b) Change of placental TL
Telomere length at birth explained up to 50% (R2=0.505) of the var-
iation in LTL observed in childhood, when using blood as a biological
matrix. Comparing TL from different biological matrices (placenta,
cord blood, blood and buccal cells), at the same time (birth), or after a
shorter (childhood) and longer (adulthood) period of time, showed a
decreasing, but significant intercorrelation, respectively. This indi-
cates that although TL dynamics and regulatory processes are tissue-
specific (including proliferative differences), TL in different tissues
contain predictive information of the overall telomeric state of an
individual. Our results suggest that tissue specific average TLs may act
as a surrogate for the overall TL state in the human body at any given
time point (even as from birth), over and beyond the progress of life.

What may be the consequences of these findings? First, it can be
stated that the genetic and non-genetic factors explaining initial TL
may be more important than exposures during the life course for
later life TL than initially thought. Our results confirm the importance
of initial TL for later TL as suggested in previous hypotheses [6,8,19].
t birth and follow-up. ΔQuintiles=difference in quintile at birth and follow-up (Qfollow-up

rank of the first 4 years of life. c) Change of placental TL rank of the first 23 years of life.
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Recent progresses have been made to elucidate important newborn
TL associated environmental, and socio-demographic factors
[10,16,17,20-22]. Second, as later life TL may be programmed at birth,
the observed health and disease conditions related to shorter telo-
meres, may find to some extent their onset at birth. Therefore, our
results may give some first indications in understanding the role of
newborn telomere biology in shaping a part of the later life aging-
phenotype.

Between tissue TL correlations are in line with strong correlations
of TL in different tissues observed in cross-sectional analyses of adults
[23]. The observed correlation between initial TL and later life TL
(when comparing blood TLs, R2 up to 0.50) was weaker compared
with telomere tracking data later in life from adults [7] (R2 up to
0.93) and children [8] (R2 up to 0.82). This may be the result of the
higher telomere attrition rates observed early in life [8,24,25], the
potentially more important role of environmental exposures that
accelerate TL shortening in this phase of development compared
with the later life phase [7,17], and by the fact that cord blood consti-
tutes different blood cells than peripheral blood used at follow up. In
this regard low correlations (ranging from 0.12 to 0.14) between
saliva telomeres from 8.6 months to 3-years are observed [26]. Fur-
thermore, the strength of correlation of TL between time points may
be influenced by the TL measurement method, as lower TL correla-
tions between time points are observed when measuring telomeres
using the qPCR method (correlations in adults ranging from 0.38 up
to 0.79) [27-29], compared with the terminal restriction fragment
method (TRF). So even a higher contribution of the initial TL to later
life TL may be expected. A stronger mean decrease in TL% /year was
observed averaged over the 4-year period in ENVIRONAGE compared
with the averaged 23-year period in EFPTS, which may be in line
with studies showing a stronger telomere decrease early in life, com-
pared with later life [8,24,25].

A higher TL attrition is observed with increasing TL at birth. This is
also evidenced by multiple longitudinal analyses of TL in adults with
durations of follow-up ranging from 6 to 10 years [30-32]. Having
longer telomeres may indicate more targets for oxidative telomere
damage resulting in a higher TL loss, whereas shorter telomeres may
be preferential for telomerase action [33]. It is postulated that this
observation is partly explained by the regression-to-the-mean phe-
nomenon. In our analyses we adjusted the TL attrition rate for the
regression-to-the-mean effect as postulated by Verhulst and col-
leagues [18], and we observe that after regression-to-the-mean cor-
rection the explained variation in TL attrition by baseline TL was 8%,
15% and 14% for cord and placenta TL in ENVIRONAGE and placenta
TL in EFPTS, respectively. However, this study shows that most indi-
viduals do not tend to change strongly from TL ranking (more than 1
quintile) in the earlier stages of life. This ranking is less strong com-
pared with a higher persistent ranking previously observed in adults
[7]. This may reflect that TL change is a bit more dynamic earlier in
life compared with later life. After adjusting for baseline TL, a higher
attrition is observed in boys compared with girls in the ENVIRONAGE
birth cohort, which may explain the bigger TL difference observed
between boys and girls at the follow-up compared with the birth dif-
ference. In a middle-aged population a higher telomere attrition after
baseline TL adjustment was observed in men compared with women
[31]. Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the telomere
sex difference in adults, and we and others [6,34] observed that this
difference is already present from birth. In addition, we show now
that based on data from the ENVIRONAGE birth cohort the sex differ-
ence is more pronounced during childhood. Biological explanations
for the telomere length and dynamics related differences between
boys and girls might be explained by sex-related hormonal condi-
tions operative during the intrauterine life and throughout the life
course [35]. For instance, the steroid hormone estrogen is known to
activate telomerase and to have antioxidant properties [36,37].
Besides sex related differences are the TL and its attrition heritable
traits, with heritability estimates around 70% for TL [38] and 28% for
attrition [39]. In this study we confirm previous findings that new-
born TL is related to maternal TL [6,40], and furthermore we observed
that telomere attrition during childhood relates to maternal telo-
meres, indicative of an heritable factor in the initial TL setting and
dynamic features early in life.

We observed that in childhood (4 years) and early childhood (23
years) TL for some individuals are longer than TL at birth. Different
possibilities can explain these observations. First, using different
baseline tissues that show a difference in baseline TL explains that
we observed 19% of the individuals with increased TL when compar-
ing cord blood with LTL and only 2.5% when comparing placental TL
with LTL, as we show that placental TL is on the average 24.9% longer.
Second, this observation can be an artefact related to measurement
error. This is supported by studies in which lengthening of telomeres
within individuals are less frequently observed when measured with
the Southern blot method, which show overall less measurement
error compared with qPCR [41]. Computational models confirm that
lengthening of telomeres is largely an artefact of measurement error
[41,42], but it indicates that some biological mechanisms are plausi-
ble [42]. Potential lengthening of LTL may be related to dynamics in
hematopoietic cells in which telomerase and clonal expansion of
lymphocytes with longer telomeres may arise under different condi-
tions [43].

Our study has several strengths. Birth TL for ENVIRONAGE and TLs
for EFPTS have been measured previously, however for this specific
study we re-measured all telomeres at birth and follow-up to reduce
technical measurement errors. Our results on TL tracking were based
on two independent birth cohorts, one with tracking from birth to
childhood and one on tracking from birth to adulthood. We were
able to study telomere tracking using different biological matrices at
birth and in later life, showing the predictive role of newborn TL for
later life TL, irrespectively from the biological matrix. Nevertheless,
in this regard we acknowledge the fact that the absolute estimates of
telomere attrition rates may to some extent be influenced by the dif-
ference in TL in the used sample type at birth and follow-up. A more
precise attrition model can be provided when e.g. peripheral blood at
both birth and follow-up is available, however this lack of a matched
biological sample between birth and follow-up is due to ethical
restrictions that no peripheral blood can be drawn from newborns in
ENVIRONAGE. Furthermore, no buccal swabs were collected in EFPTS
at birth. We acknowledge the following limitations. As the placenta
contains a fetal and maternal side, using placental TL at baseline may
be biased by maternal tissue contamination. In this regard ENVIRON-
AGE placental biopsies are taking directly underneath the fetal side
and histological examination confirmed that the majority of cells are
trophoblast derived (Supplementary Fig. 2) [44]. For EFPTS the same
biopsies used for zygosity determination were used, confirming the
presence of fetal tissue. As fetal tissue may be predominantly present,
placental TL may reflect to a large extent fetal derived cells and tissue,
which is in line with the observation that TL in placenta did not differ
between the maternal and fetal side [45]. Measuring TL in long-term
stored biological samples is more challenging due to a higher loss of
biological quality over time, resulting in a higher measurement varia-
tion and a higher sample loss for the EFPTS study. No maternal and
paternal DNA for EFPTS is available, and due to ethical restrictions no
paternal DNA and consequently no paternal telomeres were available
for ENVIRONAGE, which could gain more insights into the parent-off-
spring TL and TL dynamics relationship. We acknowledge that
although our follow-up sample was representative for the entire
ENVIRONAGE population and population at large that the participat-
ing mothers are slightly more likely to be from European origin and
are more likely to have a higher education. Furthermore, as the EFPTS
is a twin study, the generalizability is more limited, however we
argue that telomere biology and attrition do not substantially differ
between twins and singletons. Finally, we measure an average
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telomere length which provides a broad general view of the telo-
meric state of an individual, and does not provide information on
telomere integrity, dysfunctionalities or the amount of short or criti-
cally short telomeres, that may relate to specific telomere pathologies
and diseases [46]. Our results on TL should therefore be viewed in the
context of a population-based perspective rather than an individual-
based perspective. In future perspective, our results may impact cur-
rent interpretations on adult population-based telomere studies, as
the contribution of the initial TL appears to play an important role.
Further prospective evaluations based on long follow-up studies
should elucidate the role of initial TL in regard to health and disease
outcomes later in life. This to further proof the concept of prenatal
programming of diseases in relation to TL and whether telomere
induced biological aging may find their origins at birth. Furthermore,
the role of experiencing similar environmental contexts and expo-
sures throughout the life course in the observation of telomere track-
ing may warrant future investigations.

In conclusion we show that TL at birth is a major predictor of later
life TL and predicts TL change in the transition from birth to child-
and adulthood. Irrespectively from their TL change, individuals tend
not to change dramatically from TL rank over time as from birth
onwards.
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